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ADVANCED TURF TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATION

85”
CUTTING
WIDTH
FROM A
JD 2500 TRIPLEX
Simple fitting kit to update an original power unit
FOR: CRICKET, TENNIS, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL, RUGBY, SPORTSGROUNDS,
SCHOOLS & UNIVERSITIES, LOCAL AUTHORITIES
LIGHTWEIGHT 85” CUTTING WIDTH MOWER, GENTLE TO TURF
DEDICATED SPORTS TURF CUTTING UNITS COMPATIBLE WITH TMSYSTEM™ CASSETTES
LARGE CAPACITY GRASS BASKETS WITH MIDDLE GRASS BASKET FACING FORWARD
SIMPLE FITTING KIT WITH NO MODIFICATION TO ORIGINAL POWER UNIT

CONVERTS A JD 2500 TRIPLEX INTO
A DEDICATED SPORTS MOWER
The new INFINICUT® 85 adaptation kit transforms
a John Deere 2500 Triplex mower into a highly
productive, lightweight, 85” wide sports turf mower.
The kit includes all that’s required to fix 30”
INFINICUT® cutting reels and grass boxes to
existing JD power units.
In addition, the TMSystem™ range of maintenance
cassettes are also compatible with the new set-up.

85
MODIFIED JD 2500 TRIPLEX SPECIFICATION
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l Mode of cut is specific to sports turf and not re-purposed golf units
l Width of cut is appropriate for sports turf
l Grass collection is best-in-class
l Grass basket placement and removal is simple and effective
l Design of the lift arms is robust and an improvement on the original
l There is zero fabrication/hole drilling or other types of modification 		
to the original traction unit

Within the TMSystem™ range
are casettes for Grooming and
Maintenance as well as Mowing.
Removal of the cutting reel cassette
and installation of another is possible
in seconds due to the ergonomically
designed four bolt “Easy-In-Easy-Out”
construction.

AERATE
The Sarel Roller™ cassette, if used regularly, will
prevent surface sealing of fine turf resulting from
the effects of rolling and air-born silt.

Middle grass
basket is forward
facing, generous
in volume and
easily accessible.

Left hand wheel is offset to ensure correct
geometry set up and overlap of the
30” units. The increase in wheel base
significantly improves roll stability.

BRUSH
The PowerBrush™ cassette is designed to ensure
even collection of debris throughout the length of
the grass catcher, maximizing the volume.

DE-THATCH
The ThatchMaster™ cassette is used to prevent
thatch accumulation and cut through stolons and
rhizomes in fine turf.

The full adaptation kit (part no. 74191200-01) contains all the
parts necessary to update an original
power unit into a highly productive,
lightweight, 85” wide sports turf
mower.
All replacement tubing is
manufactured using large
diameter tube section and is
combined with strong double
supporting bushing.

HYGIENE
The TurfClean™ cassette is designed to ensure
even collection of debris from the surface and
also further down into the turf canopy.

All stresses have been
re-calculated and are well
within the manufacturers
specification, if not better.

GROOM
The UltraGroomer™ cassette has over 80 1.3mm
tungsten carbide tipped blades spaced at 5mm
apart to ensure your greens are maintained in
the best condition.

Also within the kit are 3 x 7
Blade 30” SMARTCut™ Cutting
Units, from our TMSystem™, as well
as large capacity grass baskets.

The INFINICUT® 85 is entirely an ATT product and has had no input
from John Deere in its inception, manufacture or marketing.
Any contact regarding this product should be made with ATT or its
agents, and not John Deere.

Full assembly details are also included.

Dealer details:

ADVANCED TURF TECHNOLOGY

@Infinicut

3 Redwood Court, Campbell Way, Dinnington, Sheffield S25 3NQ United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)114 2122 200 E: info@infinicut.com W: www.infinicut.com
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